The problem of image matching and target tracking based on singular value decomposition (SVD) is discussed. The SVD has robust performance that is invariant to image disturbance and it makes the singular value credible to represent the image as an algebraic feature. A template-updating strategy is proposed to update the current template based on the scale invariant character of the singular value vector. The updated template that contains the accurate target is adaptively acquired according to the singular value's scale invariance. Experiments are performed on a large test set and the results show that the proposed strategy is practical and efficient in target tracking.
INTROCDUCTION
In the process of target tracking, the target template sustains the whole dynamic process of tracking. Changes of distortion, noise, sheltering and so on are inevitable in the sequence images because the targets are always changing. Great changes of the object must have been occurred after a long time because of tracking a sequence image. If the primary template is still used to the whole matching, problems are stemming from it undoubtedly. It could be proved in the practice that during the process of image tracking, if the current image whose position is best matched. as template is used monotonously to match the next frame, the result of tracking would be easily affected by the target image that will causes tracking error. Thus, a new design of strategy of template-updating is considered that how to mend or update is determined based on the strategy and changes of object could be brought into the template image as soon as possible. This equals to a guide in the process of matching and tracking and could make a better effect.
Thus mending appropriately and updating reasonably of the template becomes the crucial point of related tracking. Selecting proper updating-template strategy could resist the effects of tracking that is coursed by the changes to some extent.
Since the singular value has robust performance that is invariant to image disturbance and it makes the singular value credible to represent the image as an algebraic feature [1, 8] , singular value eigenvector has been applied widely to the object survey and recognition [2, 4, 5, 7] . A new template-updating strategy is proposed based on the singular value decomposition (SVD). In the strategy, template is updated based on the scale invariant character of the singular value. Experiments are performed and the results show that the proposed strategy is practical in target tracking of sequence image especially in target approaching.
IMAGE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION AND IMAGE MATCHING
A is a are some properties of a singular value eigenvector [3] :
(1) Stabilization: when there is a little change in gray-level of image, much change would not be found in its singular value eigenvector.
(2)Invariance: there will be no change in the singular value eigenvector when image is transposed, rotation, parallel moved or mirror transformed.
Singular vector eigenvector based on these characters has a good ability on resisting noise and geometry transform thus good results will be achieved when it is used in image matching [4, 5] .
As we known, most of the energy of the singular value eigenvector of the image are centralized in the head, so an
are defined to make the following formula subjecting to the scale of SV is h 1 and h n :
The coefficient could be got in the experiment, and here we suppose it to be 0.94. Much calculation could be reduced obviously in the next steps through substituting SV with SV n since h is much smaller than n. And when we refer to the singular value eigenvector later, we all mean SV.
We use SV (singular value eigenvector), the image algebraic feature to describe image which could be used into the template matching of images.
Template matching is the most used way of relation matching in the computer vision. Given the template T m n , the process of searching the largest correlative field which is the same as the template could be represented in the following:
Where D(pos) represents the distance function between the template T and object image MI which is intercepted in the position pos as large as the template.
The process of template matching is the process of searching the biggest correlative field in all positions that are going to be matched. The key point is the correlative calculation between the two images. The image correlation based on the singular value decomposition is to calculate the correlation between the singular value eigenvectors of two images. D (pos) could be shown using SV MI and SV T as the singular value eigenvector of each image's MI and T in the following:
We use the absolute distance between SV MI and SV T to represent D (pos) in the passage.
THE ANALYSIS OF INVARIANCE OF IMAGE SINGULAR VALUE AND THE STRATEGY OF ADAPTIVE TEMPLATE-UPDATING
When an image matrix is disturbed slightly, it has stability in its singular value eigenvector. The singular value eigenvector is changing because of the transform of image zooming and shrinking, but it still has the invariant feature under the transform of zooming and shrinking.
Given an image matrix A with its singular value eigenvector . Detail conformation of above formula could be found in the reference [6] . As to image matrixes A and A, a relationship exists: Generally speaking, when an image produced from a m n image after being zoomed and shrunk by k times is compared with the real km kn image, each value between gray-level of each pixel points is under error. Since the singular value decomposition has its own invariance and when an image is zoomed or shrunk in small scale, these errors will quaver in a small scope which will not affect the singular value eigenvector so much, the invariant feature of image singular value eigenvector under zooming and shrinking could be taken advantage of.
Thus, SISV scale invariant singular vector based on the singular value eigenvector of image matrix after or before zooming or shrinking transform could be defined in the following: It is requested that any feature extraction of image have invariance in algebra and geometry and the image singular value vector has stability and the invariance when an image matrix is transposed, rotation, parallel moved or mirror transformed has been explained. Since the invariance of singular value vector when an image matrix is transposed, will exist, so that
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which means SISV has its invariance when an image matrix is transposed.
Under the same theory, the invariance of SISV when an image matrix is rotation, parallel moved or mirror transformed. r This invariance of SISV under different transforms is the basis in theory when it is used as an algebraic feature 1. Fig.1 is images after zooming or shrinking in two groups. Image (a-3) is the original image which is zoomed or shrunk in each group, where the coefficients of the images from (a-1) to (a-5) are 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4. The calculated singular value vector SV and the scale invariant singular vector SISV are shown in Table 1 (only the first part of each vector are represented). As it shows, when it is zoomed or shrunk to a same object, its SISV basically keeps stable. A new strategy in object tracking of adaptive template-updating is proposed based on the singular value vector decomposition of image matrix, first the object's information of position and reliability is calculated in the image that is measured according to the template matching, and then using iterative way to search the best scale automatically to be the updated image template according to SISV and reliability in the position matched. The strategy is shown in Figure 2 .
THE RESULT OF EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Large experiments are carried out according to the strategy in object tracking of adaptive template-updating proposed in last paragraph. The results are shown in Figure 3 .
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In the experimented sequence images of two groups, objects are changing larger and a small degree of background disturbance and object distortion also exist and both of the two experiments extract the image template corresponding to the object in the first image. Result shows that proposed strategy in object tracking of adaptive template-updating could guarantee the basic invariance in scale effectively in the updated template based on the object tracking.
CONCLUSION
The passage does some research on the image matching and object tracking based on the singular value decomposition. The singular value feature has robust performance that is invariant to image disturbance and it makes the singular value credible to represent the image as an algebraic feature. An adaptive template-updating strategy is proposed based on the singular value decomposition. The template is measured and adaptively updated according to the defined singular value's scale invariance in the strategy. Experiments are performed on a large test set and the results show that the proposed strategy is practical and efficient in target tracking. The experiment results of object tracking of adaptive template-updating
